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QGM Announcements 
Keeping Up With The News, QGM Reports, and A New Cycle of Hiring

Sources: BBC, The Economist, United Nations

Mailing List January Hiring Cycle

• QGM’s mailing list receives: 

- QGM’s in-depth reports covering global hot 

topics the moment they are released

- Weekly market updates to keep you posted on 

key macro market news and index levels

• If you are interested, please email 

queensglobalmarkets@queensu.ca to be added

• QGM will be losing members of our team next 

semester, particularly amongst the third years, as 

they leave for winter exchange

- To compensate, QGM will be hosting another 

round of hiring in early January

- People who are interested in being involved 

should email their resumes to 

queensglobalmarkets@queensu.ca

- Interviews will be scheduled in JanuaryReportsMarket Updates

mailto:queensglobalmarkets@queensu.ca
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Cryptocurrency

Cryptography

Peer to Peer

Decentralized

Pseudo
Anonymous
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Wallets & 
Addresses
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Wallet

Seed

Password

Private Key

Public Key

A file on a computer, phone, or device 
that connects you to the blockchain 

and allows you to sign and send 
transactions.

25 word phrase that is used to recover 
your wallet in case your wallet.dat file 

is deleted

All wallets have a password that you 
configure

Used to sign and send transactions. 
Each wallet only has one private key

Used to receive Bitcoin. Each wallet 
can generate an infinite number of 

public keys

Wallet Composition
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Property luxury poor placebo chair furniture window glasses eyes shoes 
gasoline trailer flooring poop license laughter scorn wooden automobile show

travel truck hellish bait expenses

Computer Wallet

Hardware Wallet

Digital Wallet

Paper Wallet

dancerocksxxxomg123123

0AbfGeDAcDb82i182f8ED819A918c72be9d1facb7CDeFa7B8C81EefD35b32dae

17DaCbD8as5Dsef7a8cb7a6e23ad7b8c2

1

2

3

4Wallet Composition
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QGMisthebestclub

17DaCbD8as5Dsef7a8cb7a6e23ad7b8c2

Example – Using a Hardware Wallet

Plug Hardware Wallet into 
Computer Via USB and open 

wallet.trezor.io

1

2

You will be prompted to enter a PIN 
and/or Passphrase

3

Access to your Private Key will be 
granted.

Note, your Bitcoins are not stored on wallet.trezor.io or any other website for that matter. The website is just a 
well-designed portal to issue commands and control your private key from. It is more usable than a command line 

prompt. 

Total Received: 5.123
Final Balance: 1.4235

4

Your corresponding Public Keys 
(addresses) and balances become 

immediately available. 12DiawD79kDlDLopO821jKdmkqlsldKd9

Total Received: 3.1
Final Balance: 2.6049210
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Sending & 
Receiving
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Consensus-based updates
Transactions broadcast to network
Similar to journal entries

No central authority
Distributed responsibility
“Stateless”

Subtopic

Payment Characteristics

Decentralized

The Public Ledger

Based on cryptography

Verification
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Subtopic

Pseudo-Anonymity

1
Philip registers on Bitcointalk.org under the alias

“thelegend27” and signs up using his email 
philip.mazurek@queensu.ca

2

Thelegend27 posts, Does anyone know how to implement Bitcoin 
payment into my online shop using PHP? I’ve been trying to send 
0.6 BTC from 1XiaSkWl2kDmkl79DMSSkak2aaxx for days!!11one! 

3

The BTC address thelegend27 is trying to send BTC from is most 
likely his own address. Clicking on thelegend27’s profile, his email 

becomes visible. A third party can link the address
1XiaSkWl2kDmkl79DMSSkak2aaxx to Philip Mazurek 

Other techniques, such as blockchain analysis, may be used to link people with accounts. This is done when third 
parties look at the blockchain and find other different public addresses that are owned by the same person.
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Subtopic

Sending & Receiving Payment

Formally known as an ‘unspent’ output

In = Input

A value of BTC transferred to an address

Comprised of previous outputs

Out = Output

Become someone else’s input

A value of BTC transferred from an address

Become someone else’s input
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Subtopic

Irreversibility & Double Spend 

15vScfMHNrXN4QvWe54q5hwfVoYwG79CS1 1HWqMzw1jfpXb3xyuUZ4uWXY4tqL2cW47J     1 BTC

Total Received: 1
Final Balance: 1

Party X wants to pay for a service costing 1 BTC more 
than once with the same Bitcoin.

Normally, receivers need to wait an average of 10 minutes for their 
transaction to confirm. Once confirmed, this transaction is irreversible. If a 
user does not wait for at least 1 confirmation, it is possible for a malicious 

party to defraud them of a good/service using Bitcoin. This problem is 
called ‘Double Spend’

Malicious party only has 1 BTC, but since a 
transaction takes ~10 minute to confirm his 

balance won’t show 0 for another 10 minutes!

1

2

3 One of the two transactions will be invalidated!

15vScfMHNrXN4QvWe54q5hwfVoYwG79CS1 CANNOT DECODE OUTPUT; DOUBLE SPEND!
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Subtopic

Signing Transactions

Private Key

Public Key

1Key Generation:

Signing
Algorithm

2

Sender 

Public Key

Signature

Public Key
3 4

Verification
Algorithm 5

Transaction received;
Balance settled

Receiver
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Transmitting 
& Creating
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Large, Decentralized, Permissionless, ‘The People’, Private Property Ethic

Small, Centralized, Censored, ‘Monied Interests’, Regulations

Then

Now
Miners

Bosses

Landscape
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Transmitting Bitcoin – Simple Explanation

Miners do work by running complex 
computer algorithms to verify a block. 

Once a block is verified, they are 
rewarded for that work with Bitcoin. 

The amount of work required goes up 
in proportion to the amount of miners 

there are in the network. 
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Minute 10

Block
100,000 

Verifying a Block Pt. 1 

A block is 1MB in size and takes an average of 10 minutes to be ‘found’ 1

A 1MB block can fit an average of 2200 transactions2

If there are more than 2200 transactions waiting to be included in 
a block (and confirmed), users will start paying transactions fees 

to get their transactions prioritized by miners

3
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Hashing

A hash is the result of a one-way hash function (used for encryption).
Characters range from 0-9 and A-F.

Types of Hash Functions

MD5

SHA-1

SHA256

Hellooo
Input

F2B61ABD4C6F71F757
64243B20B4E3F1

Hellooo

Hellooo

7B68DF77A197F37452
3366D2B0AF63F5ADBB

A02B

56243EF60683165CD59
282792EF21076D2E40
D3CA374F26F24AFC3A

D62692E1A

Hash

Any unique input will always result in the same hash.
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Hashing & Difficulty in Bitcoin

In order to verify a block, and consequently transfer Bitcoin from person 
A to person B, miners need to find a hash value below a given threshold.

Minimum

30/12/2009

11/01/2010

25/01/2010

00000000ffff0000000000000000000000000000

00000000d86a00000000000000000000000000

Difficulty rises in proportion to rise in hashing power to maintain a 10-
minute block confirmation time.

00000000d86a00000000000000000000000000

00000000be7100000000000000000000000000

18%

30%

34%

000000000004864c000000000000000000000029/12/2017 1,448,400%

30/12/2009

09/11/2017

Network Hashing Power Multiple

500 Hashes/ Second

11,266,502,000,000,000,000 Hashes/ Second

Baseline, 1

2*1016
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Hashing & Difficulty in Bitcoin - Example

Difficulty Target 00444000000000000000000000000000000000

Remember, this is a numbers game! The more hashes you can perform per 
second, the more likely you are to verify a block!

Second 1

Second 2

Second 3

Minute 9, Second 3

Minute 9, Second 4

Minute 9, Second 5

…

0ad00e0ad0d0da0d00eb0c0ac013c31c9c9491c

821882abc83cb18de81f8f8d18fffff81bfbac9c19

919319badbceb281bde8fb1cba8bb182820bcd1

a4192918f8c8beba98dbc89e8182377dbcabe72

df1291938b8ac8de8fbd8e8bcdabaa8a8192838 

001c92103abb82812837abced871d7ba1ba102

Since 001… is a lower hash value than the target difficulty of 004…  the 
block is verified and added to the blockchain 
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Hardware

Example
Low hash rate Medium hash rate High hash rate

Ethan buys 10 Radeon RX 580s.
Each RX580 generates 1,700 hashes/second.
Ethan’s total hash rate is 17,000 hashes/second.

If the network’s total hash rate is 170 million hashes/second, 
Ethan makes up 0.001% of the networks hash power.
It will take Ethan 700 days to verify a block! 

CPU Miner GPU Miner ASIC Miner

Mining

Software
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Block Reward

As a reward for verifying Block 100,000, Ethan is rewarded with 50 newly 
generated Bitcoins. The Bitcoin block reward gets cut in half every 210,000 

blocks.

Transactions included in Block
2010-12-29 11:57:43

1HWqMzw1jfpXb3xyuUZ4uWXY4tqL2cW47J                50 BTCNo Inputs (Newly Generated Coins)

1BNwxHGaFbeUBitpjy2AsKpJ29Ybxntqvb 1EYTGtG4LnFfiMvjJdsU7GMGCQvsRSjYhx               44.44 BTC

15vScfMHNrXN4QvWe54q5hwfVoYwG79CS1 1Am9UTGfdnxabvcywYG2hvzr6qK8T3oUZT        2.99 BTC

1JxDJCyWNakZ5kECKdCU9Zka6mh34mZ7B2 16FuTPaeRSPVxxCnwQmdyx2PQWxX6HWzhQ     0.01 BTC

Interpretation: 4 transactions are included in this block; 1 block reward and 3 transfers

Today, the average block reward is 12.5 BTC. Trying to mine, and verify a block by yourself, will take over a 
thousand years. 
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Milestones & 
Implications
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October 2008
Satoshi Nakamoto releases 

his “White Paper” (his 
vision of peer-to-peer copy-

protected electronic cash 
system)

January 2009
First official transaction 
between Nakamoto & 

Hal Finney occurs

February 2009
Bitcoin currency 

exchange, The Bitcoin 
Market, is established

October 2009
New Liberty Standard 

establishes first Bitcoin 
currency exchange rate (1 

USD = 1309 bitcoin)

December 2010
First mobile (portable 

to portable) bitcoin 
transaction 

Major Milestones Pt. 1
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February 2011
Bitcoin reaches 
parity with USD

January 2011
The Silk Road uses 

Bitcoin as an untraceable 
way to buy and sell drugs 

online

March 2013
Bitcoin market cap 
reaches $1 billion

June 2016
Brexit decision boosts 

Bitcoin by 9%

November 2017
CME Group launches a 

cash-settled bitcoin 
futures contract

Major Milestones Pt. 2
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Annotated Bitcoin Price Chart

$0.23: “Negative feedback loops like this are basically homeostasis. In nature, positive feedback loops like exist with Bitcoin are lethal; the only thing that’s even kept 
Bitcoin alive this long is its novelty. Either it will remain a novelty forever or it will transition from novelty status to dead faster than you can blink”

- The Underground Economist 

B

$15.15: “Bitcoins aren’t secure, as both the recent theft and this password problem show. They’re not liquid, nor a store of value, as the price collapse shows and if 
they’re none of those things then they’ll not be a great medium of exchange either as who would want to accept them? . . . It’s difficult to see what the currency has 
going for it.”                                                                                                               - Forbes

C

$397.78: “We’re going to stick our neck out at this stage and call this the end of Bitcoin. . . . We’re sure we may still see a few deep pocketed VCs or “believers” throw 
more money at defending the dream, but chances are we’ve now gone through the exponential break point. Time and money would probably be better spent trying to 
pump up Bitcoin V.2.”                                                                                                        - Financial Times

D

$433.37: “But make no mistake, Bitcoin is not the currency of the future. It has no intrinsic value. . . . Bitcoin? Nada. There’s nothing keeping it being a thing. . . . Again, 
Bitcoin might go up a lot more before it ultimately ends. That’s the nature of bubbles. The dotcom bubble crashed a bunch of times on its way up. Then one day it 
ended. The same will happen with this.”                                                                                      - Business Insider

E

$577.14: “That’s not great for the long-term use of bitcoin and the fans who want to see it become a widely-used medium of exchange. With the currency currently 
dependent on notoriously-fickle Chinese retail investors, they would surely swap a gain in global popularity over a short-term rally in value.
Right now, the virtual currency just seems to have lost its cool.”                                                           - Wall Street Journal 

A

A B
C D E

F

H

I

G

“Bitcoin is Fraud!”
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Annotated Bitcoin Price Chart

$4,106.23: “Crypto sterling, euro, yen, they are all fine...I don't personally understand the value of something that has no actual value. Bitcoinis a fraud…It’s just not a 
real thing, eventually it will be closed, … It’s worse than tulip bulbs. It won’t end well. Someone is going to get killed…If you're stupid enough to buy [bitcoin], you'll pay 
the price for it one day” - Jamie Dimon, CEO, JP Morgan  

A

$4,450.15: “Bitcoin’s buzz is gone, for now. It was crushed by the intervention of the Chinese government, which is cooling off investor enthusiasm for the digital 
currency… shutting off ICOs and cryptocurrency exchanges altogether, as China is doing, goes beyond traditional regulation. It questions the very legitimacy of Bitcoin, 
and its prospects for gaining broad acceptance as medium of exchange, an asset, and a means of different payments. To become money, that is, like national 
currencies.” - Forbes

$4,555.34: "Stay away from it. It's a mirage basically. It's a method of transmitting money. It's a very effective way of transmitting money and you can do it 
anonymously and all that. A check is a way of transmitting money too. Are checks worth a whole lot of money? Just because they can transmit money?... I hope bitcoin 
becomes a better way to do it. But you can replicate it a bunch of different ways. The idea that it [bitcoin] has some huge intrinsic value is just a joke in my view.”

- Warren Buffet, CEO, Berkshire Hathaway

$7,224.93: “From what we can identify, the only reason today to buy or sell bitcoin is to make money, which is the very definition of speculation and the very definition 
of a bubble...have little or no appetite to get involved in a currency which has such anti-money laundering challenges.”

- Tidjane Thiam, CEO, Credit Suisse 

B
C D E

F

G

H

I

G

H

I

F

“Bitcoin is Fraud!”
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Government Implications

Bitcoin Hostile Countries

Bitcoin has been banned 
in Thailand, according to 

a prominent bitcoin 
exchange

January 2017

Bitcoin will be banned 
and the official digital 
currency developed by 

China’s Central Bank will 
be used

October 2016

Russia has officially 
banned the use of Bitcoin 
in a ruling that labels it a 

“money substitute”.

February 2014

Vietnam banned the 
virtual currency bitcoin, 
citing its ease of use for 

criminal purposes and its 
high risk for investors

October 2017

The central bank of 
Bolivia has officially 

banned any currency or 
coins not issued or 
regulated by the 

government

June 2014

Central Bank of Nigeria 
bans bitcoin and other 

virtual currencies

January 2017

South American nation of 
Colombia has decided to 

end 2016 by banning 
Bitcoin usage

December 2016

Financial Supervisory 
Commission Chairman of 
Taiwan has ruled Bitcoin 

illegal within Taiwan

November 2015

Bitcoins has been entirely 
banned the government 
has declared an intent to 

issue state-backed 
cryptocurrency

March 2015

The central bank of 
Kyrgyzstan confirms the 
use of bitcoin as a form 
of payment is currently 

illegal

February 2014

Bangladesh banned the 
use of bitcoins

September 2014

China’s central bank has 
taken the decision to bar 

financial institutions 
from handling

December 2013

• China banned Initial Coin Offerings and closed down exchanges

• Bitcoin is “stateless”

• Similar to how corporations avoid tax, so too will they avoid bans

• For example, following China’s recently imposed ban, major Bitcoin-based Chinese 
companies quickly restructured within days to relocate their “financial operations” 
to non-China locations such as Estonia
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Impact on Monetary Policy

Disengagement Influence on MS

2

1 Widespread adoption of 
cryptocurrencies would limit the 
demand for money issued by 
central banks

Households may reduce cash & 
security holdings in favour of 
digital currencies

The need for intermediaries such 
as banks, their seignorage 
income, & balance sheets will 
contract

Central banks may not be able to 
effectively control the money 
supply in an economy that 
predominantly uses digital currency

Bitcoin creation follows a pre-
programmed rate of growth, 
coupled with a 21 million coin 
supply cap

Third parties are unable to freely 
inject the economy with bitcoin, as 
they would with traditional 
currency

3

1

2

3
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How to claim them

Recognize that you are holding a paper wallet

I got bitcoin! Now what?

1

2 Download the app “Blockchain” onto your phone

3 Open up the paper wallet. Look for the QR Code called “Private Key”

4 5 6
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Example

Ethan buys 10 Radeon RX 580s.
Each RX580 generates 1,700 hashes/second.
Ethan’s total hash rate is 17,000 hashes/second.

If the network’s total hash rate is 170 million hashes/second, 
Ethan makes up 0.001% of the networks hash power.
It will take Ethan 700 days to verify a block! 

Mining Calculation

=
𝟏

𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟏
𝟏𝟎𝑴𝒊𝒏𝒖𝒕𝒆𝒔

𝟏𝑯𝒐𝒖𝒓

𝟔𝟎𝑴𝒊𝒏𝒖𝒕𝒆𝒔

𝟏𝑫𝒂𝒚

𝟐𝟒𝑯𝒐𝒖𝒓𝒔
= 𝟔𝟗𝟓𝑫𝒂𝒚𝒔
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Minute 10

000000000003ba27aa20

Block
100,000 

000000000004864c00000Difficulty Target:

Input’s Sha256 Hash:

Input: 9ei12ocei9UE@O*s dE
Verifying a Block Pt. 2

A block is 1MB in size and takes an average of 10 minutes to be ‘found’ 1

A 1MB block can fit an average of 2200 transactions2

If there are more than 2200 transactions waiting to be included in 
a block (and confirmed), users will start paying transactions fees 

to get their transactions prioritized by miners

3


